Announcing…

Rapattoni Magic Version 10 (NOW AVAILABLE)

Rapattoni Corporation continues our tradition of setting the standard in Association Management
Software and is proud to announce the release of Rapattoni Magic version 10. Following are
highlights of this release.


New Look for Magic
A stunning new look for a new version! The background color scheme has been updated to
light blue and the scroll tables now feature alternating row colors. All quick-link buttons have a
newly designed 3D appearance. This new color palette makes the information on each screen
much easier to see and read.



Updated Keystrokes
The standard Microsoft keystrokes for Copy, Paste and Cut are now the same in Magic 10!
Following is a list of keystroke updates in Magic 10:
 Cancel = CTRL+F2 (formerly F2)
 Copy = CTRL+C (formerly CTRL+INS)
 Create = CTRL+E (formerly CTRL+C)
 Cut = CTRL+X (formerly SHIFT+DEL)
 Locate Next = CTRL+SHIFT+L (formerly CTRL+N)
 Paste = CTRL+V (formerly SHIFT+INS)
 Sort = CTRL+T (formerly CTRL+S)



Expanding Screens
Users can resize commonly used screens to meet their individual needs! Magic even
remembers your screen settings! The expanding screens retain your screen size setting even
if you close the application. This feature allows users to utilize the entire window if desired.
Before:

After:



Move/Sort Columns
Users may now move and resort columns for easier viewing of data. Quickly and easily change
the order of data fields by dragging a column, or click on a field header to resort data within the
table.



New PDF and Export Tools
An integrated tool now allows users to easily save reports in a PDF format, and a new utility
exports information displayed on some commonly used screens directly into Excel!



Compatible with Upcoming Microsoft® Windows 8® OS
Magic 10 is also compatible with future Microsoft® operating systems like Windows 8®!

Also included in this upgrade…..


CDB Update
For organizations that license the Central Database Interface, we will be upgrading you to the
latest version that transfers Financial and Education information to NAR via CDB!



New Look for Internet Member Services (IMS)
For organizations that license IMS, all of the IMS screens have been redesigned with a fresh
new color palette and each page of IMS has been reorganized to efficiently utilize space within
the browser. Bullets have been added to draw attention to menu items and gradient bars
clearly identify separation between menu items. All forms have been reengineered to better
utilize space within the browser window.

